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Story
On the trail of H.G. Wells
It’s the 6th June 1895; the New Museum in Berlin is opening its new Ancient Documents permanent
exhibition and Kaiser Wilhelm II is visiting Museum Island. Suddenly, shots ring out. The Kaiser collapses,
seconds before the murderous bullets strike his consort. The consequences of this cowardly assassination
are devastating; the repressive anti-Socialist laws are tightened, military rule is proclaimed, there are strikes,
protests, riots – Germany is facing civil war. Suddenly, everyone is reading an article in the Berlin morning
paper; the heading states that Carl Friedrich von Humboldt is building a Time Machine. Can he use it to
undo the attack on their beloved Kaiser?
After a series of travels in exotic lands, beneath the sea and to the centre of the earth, Thomas Thiemeyer
has tackled yet another classic of the fantasy adventure genre; H.G. Wells's Time Machine – and with this
new story, he conducts his World-Seeker series to a thrilling, enthralling, and thoroughly surprising finish.
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After his studies in art and geology Thomas Thiemeyer worked as an illustrator of children’s and YA books.
He concentrated on Fantasy and Science Fiction illustrations and got several prices for his graphic works. In
2004 he published his first novel for adults “Medusa” which was very successful and got translated into
numerous languages. After writing books for adults he returned to children’s and YA literature and in 2009
started the series “The World Collector’s Chronicles” at Loewe Verlag.
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